1. Meeting begins at 12:04 pm

2. Agenda:
   a. Christopher Shaw moved to approve the agenda
   b. Steven Hernandez second

3. January 2022 Meeting Minutes:
   a. Steven Hernandez moved to approve
   b. Christopher Shaw second
   c. All in favor except:
      i. Louis Rose abstained

4. Budget presentation by Sunnie Richardson:
   a. Budget for 2022 due to the State Bar and was opened for comment and revisions.
   b. Christopher Shaw moved to approve as revised
   c. Steven Hernandez second
   d. All in favor

5. Legislative Session CLE update:
   a. Discussion of the subject matter and nuts and bolts of Legislative Session CLE
   b. Discussion of potential topics for future quarterly CLE and End of Year CLE
      i. Transition to carbon neutral goals vs. the fiscal/environmental justice impacts
ii. Potentially partnering with Real Property section for NM State Bar Annual Meeting CLE

6. Lawyer of the Year Award Plaque status
   a. Unknown

7. Discussion of Posting Jobs
   a. Discussion of posting jobs through the Section Website

8. Paula M. Vance
   a. YLD representative introduction

9. Adjourn
   a. Christopher Shaw moved to adjourn
   b. Steven Hernandez second
   c. All in favor